
                            DIRE WARNING FROM GLOBAL THINK TANK      

We should all know the sun is the sole source of energy that is converted by plants to food energy 
and sustains everything on this plant.

FD Roosevelt accurately declared if a people destroyed their soil they destroyed themselves!! quote

We now know scientific agriculture conducted since the 50's has oxidised into the atmosphere twice 
the present volume of CO2...degrading the humus layer to 4kgs of carbon whereas a desert is 
considered to have 5!!!

The processes needed to produce the highest quality feed at the highest production rate is 
demonstrated right through the Australian landscape..we don't need to elaborate on the proof, 
history and the archaeological evidence is proof in itself!  But 35 years ago  Prof Hector Geddes 
inspected and declared the unique efficiencies and potential of the Australian landscape, since then, 
tens of thousand of people have read and accepted a book authored by Peter Andrews called Back 
from the Brink, describing accurately what he had observed and validated. 

 The thousand who have read that book and recognised the processes therein described, applaud its 
potential.  Along with many European scientists who have visited this landscape 4 times over the 
last 12 years for period of 10 days at a time and declared that these processes would lead the world 
in agriculture and climate management.

The regulating authority Universities have not taken the trouble to examine the components of the 
landscape the holistic way...

eg...We never hear of how much sunlight is converted by plants into food energy  as a basis of 
production each day, 

We never hear that for plants to function at their peak capacity.  groups live in harmony with other 
species which is regulated by the movement of water through their roots ,  (hydrology)
Each  plant is a solar powered air conditioner using water to cool the hot spots  which then moves to 
cool areas and condenses and warms them, (the basis of most climate functions)

My frustration is that there has been no concerted effort by Government officials or bureaucrats to 
examine whether this information has relevance to their duty of care to the public.  I have had 
contact with hundreds of such people and I will be describing in detail their monumental failures.

It is obvious people can always make mistakes but as soon as the mistake is recognised, sensible 
assessment process can take place based on the evidence available..In due course those people 
failing to do this will be noticed and  their negligent duty to the public in the wasting of billions of 
dollars of public money and the threatening,  as Roosevelt said,  of the destruction of their 
landscape and climate.

It is with deep regret that I have had to take this course of action that after 35 years of pleading and 
bringing the very best people into focus it is time, common sense prevailed..
not simply prevailed,  but was acted upon..

If we do more of the same, we must end up in the same situation of thousands of civilisations who 
are recognised only by their ruins. This time unfortunately it will be the whole planet which will be 
destroyed and in ruins.



Prof. Fenner pointed out a year or so ago Human society was in its present cycle of extinction and if 
we did not take steps in the very near future to change our present activities, the extinction will be 
over in 100 years..

This present Government ha no conception nor desire to know that CO2 is a PLANT FOOD, NOT 
AN ENVIRONMENTAL climate destroyer.  Plants and water manage heat and the climate and 
every other function necessary for human life to prosper.

Peter andrews.com will update this file every week..be sure not to miss this mission and its 
intentions to preserve and prevail human kind.
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